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Barolo DOCG

NEBBIOLO

100%

Great wines are produced from the Nebbiolo
grape in the Langhe, a recently declared Unesco
World Heritage site located in the Southeastern
part of the Piedmont, near Liguria.

interpretations of Barolo. Sedimentary clay,
the Sant’Agata Marls: chalk marls mixed with
grey-blue sandstone, Diano’s sandstone: a dark
grey sandstone interspersed with clay, and the
formations of Lequio: red-gray stones striated
with gray marls, are the important variances of
the Langhe soil. The resulting Barolo is a fine,
as well as, strong wine.

The Nebbiolo, which is divided into three
sub-varieties: Lampia, Michet, and Rosé, is
difficult to grow due to its extreme sensitivity
to different soil variations. However, this
delicate fruit produces a very persistent wine:
the Barolo, which is impossible to discuss in
terms of one only characteristic. This notable
wine can be interpreted in different ways and
characterized by distinctive aromas and flavors
thanks to the heterogeneity of the territories,
the many important crus, and its various
vineyard expositions.

Contrary to popular opinion about vintage
2017, that is unfairly underrated, in my tastings
I found a quality level from good to very
good, with some peaks of extreme excellence,
that confirm the steady progress in the
Piemonte’s (especially in the Barolo) last
releases. A vintage that shows good tautness
and density, freshness and elegant tannins. An
excellent vintage, in spite of difficulties, that
also shows a fascinating aging potential.

In the Langhe, various soils and mineral deposits
are present, which contribute to the many
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Barolo (in 2018 composed of 253 ha):
• Fruity, fine, and strong wines.
• Sarmassa and Cannubi are two important and
well-known crus.

• The flavors recai I red fruits preserved in alcohol.
• Vigna Rionda and Francia are two important
and well-known crus.
Novello (in 2018 composed of 184 ha):
• Nascetta, a native white grape, is cultivated in
this area.
• The wines are often wild, minty, and spicy with
good tannins.
• Ravera is the most important cru of this area.

Castiglione Falletto (in 2018 composed of 145
ha):
• Densely elegant, solid wines with strong tannins
and earthy flavors.
• Monprivato and Bricco Boschis are two
important and well-known crus.

Verduno (in 2018 composed of 1 0 9 ha):
• Pelaverga, a native red grape, is cultivated in
this area.
• The wines are not as strong as those of
Serralunga.
• Monvigliero is the most important cru of this
area.

La Morra (in 2018 composed of 537 ha):
• Less structured wines with very strong aromas.
• Brunate and Cerequio are two important and
well-known crus.
Monforte d’Alba (in 2018 composed of 461 ha):
• Wines vary greatly depending on hillside
location.
• Characteristic salty feel.
• The Western side produces wines from Bussia.
• The Eastern side produces wines, such as
Ginestra, Gavarini, and Mosconi, stronger in
tannins.

The other lands that typify the Barolo production
area are Grinzane Cavour (60 ha) Roddi (24
ha) Cherasco (2 ha) and Diano d’Alba (20 ha)
which is also well-known for the Dolcetto.
lt is important not to generalize the Barolo.
Each area, each producer, and obviously, each
vintage could result in a wine that differs from
the above indications.

Serra lunga d’Alba (in 2018 composed of 353 ha):
• Fully textured wines that are sometimes quite
rough and powdery.
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The targets are three: short (5-8 years), medium (10-15 years) and long (more than 15
years), which denote the aging potential of the wine.
MEDIUM (10-15 years)

SHORT (5-8 years)

100

99+
99
98+
98+

LONG (more than 15 years)

Barolo DOCG Rocche di Castiglione 2017
VIETTI

From one of the most important cru in Castiglione Falletto, a superb
interpretation made by Vietti. From vines aged nearly 50 years, one month of
maceration on the skins, followed by thirty months in large casks. Fragrances
of small black fruits, blackberry and blueberry, mentholated touches, black
pepper. The mouth is taut, dense with tasty tannins. Mentholated trace in
the aftertaste.

Barolo DOCG Gavarini Chiniera 2017
ELIO GRASSO

Powerful and elegant, a Barolo in a Pinot’s shape. On the nose, hints of
yellow plum, raspberry, thyme, ‘wild’ notes of undergrowth, then rhubarb.
Mouthfeel with beautiful spiciness, salty and cozy tannins. Deep.

Barolo DOCG Aleste 2017
SANDRONE

From Cannubi Boschis vineyard, a wine that shows richness and good texture.
On the nose, small red fruits, especially red currant, hints of undergrowth,
then wild rose. The mouthfeel is dense and very persistent. Salty tannins,
closing of notes of small red fruits.

Barolo DOCG San Rocco 2017
AZELIA

From the area of Serralunga d’Alba, sixty-five-year-old vines generate a
wine of substance, both majestic and elegant. Small black fruits, cherry and
blackcurrant; then, officinal hints from fresh laurel ending on cinnamon.
Density and firmness in the mouth, with salty tannins. Fruity and officinal
tones in the aftertaste.

Barolo DOCG Tre Tine 2017
GIUSEPPE RINALDI

Vibrant and energetic, one of the milestones of the Langhe. From vineyards
in Cannubi, San Lorenzo and Ravera, long staying on the lees, raspberry and
red currant, then orange peel and gardenia on the nose. The mouthfeel is
juicy, the tannins savoury. On the finish, fruity-floral trace returning.
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Barolo DOCG Ravera 2017
ELVIO COGNO

Another strike for the Cogno’s masterpiece from old vineyards. Fresh and
mentholated at the nose, as usual, with fruits of undergrowth, blueberry,
fresh laurel and a touch of blood orange. Taut and crispy mouthfeel, with
spicy tannins and a balsamic trace returning at the end.

Barolo DOCG Monvigliero 2017
FRATELLI ALESSANDRIA

A true ‘gem’ originating in the area of Verduno, from one of the wineries
that have contributed to developing the Langhe in the world’s wine heritage.
Aging period of thirty-six months in Slavonian oak. The nose is marked by
finesse, pulpy fruits like yellow plum and raspberry on an overall balsamic and
dusty note. Fresh mouth with beautiful spiciness, white pepper dominating,
tasty tannins. Deep and compact closing.

Barolo DOCG Parussi 2017
MASSOLINO

The first Barolo by Massolino that is produced outside the boundaries
of Serralunga, in Castiglione Falletto, through traditional wine-making
techniques. On the nose, small red fruits, raspberry and pomegranate,
touches of peony ending on scents of fresh rosemary. The mouth is taut,
vertical with tasty tannins. Closing of blood orange hints.

Barolo DOCG Monvigliero 2017
COMM. G. BURLOTTO

Brilliant reading of Barolo from an epic firm in this typology. From the most
well-known cru in the area of Verduno, a wine that is well defined, taut and
greatly elegant. Spiciness on the nose, plum and fruits of undergrowth
dominating, a beautiful balsamic note. The mouth is intense, very mineral
and full. Pleasant crunchiness and juiciness. Very long-lasting persistence.

Barolo DOCG Brunella 2017
BOROLI

A relatively young winery but whose stylistic ideas are already very distinct.
From the surrounding vineyards located in Castiglione Falletto, a juicy Barolo
that shows a great freshness. On the nose, redcurrant and raspberry, with
hints of fresh mint and officinal tones of star anise. The mouth is taut with
savoury tannins. Balsamic and fruity notes in the aftertaste.

Barolo DOCG Lazzarito 2017
VIETTI

From one of the most considerable cru located in the town of Serralunga
d’Alba. Here is a wine that displays aromas of sour cherries, officinal touches
from marjoram, closing of licorice. The mouth discovers salty tannins,
thickness. Officinal perceptions in the aftertaste.
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Barolo DOCG Brunate 2017
VIETTI

From one of the most celebrated cru in the town of Serralunga d’Alba.
More than thirty months in barrique resulting in this interpretation without
uncertainties: very powerful olfaction, violet petals, wild plum, pronounced
sapidity, caper notes. The mouthfeel is taut, clear, ample with a pleasant
thickness. Tasty tannins and excellent persistence on the finish. .

Barolo DOCG Ginestra Casa Maté 2017

ELIO GRASSO

An old-fashioned Barolo, first released in 1978. On the nose hints of cherry,
laurel, cinchona and licorice at the end. The mouth displays tautness and
density: salty tannins, excellent persistence. Cherry trace in the aftertaste.

Barolo DOCG Arione 2017
ENZO BOGLIETTI

Vineyards at about 450 metres above sea level in the area of Serralunga,
twenty-year-old plants. Fresh, mentholated and velvety. On the nose, small
red fruits, especially raspberry, hints of undergrowth, balsamic trace of black
cherry. The mouth is vibrating, dense and very persistent. Salty tannins, final
notes of star anise.

Barolo DOCG Brunate 2017
ENZO BOGLIETTI

La Morra area. Elegance and thickness in this Barolo. On the nose, aromas
of undergrowth and hints of blackberries, citrus thyme and pepper leaf.
The mouth displays elegance, tautness and density: tasty tannins, excellent
persistence. In the aftertaste, final notes of small black fruits.

Barolo DOCG Ravera 2017
VIETTI

From the fundamental cru located in the Novello area, one of the most
representative Barolo. Vines aged over fifty years in this classic and charming
interpretation. On the nose, black plum and blueberry, hints of sage ending
on the notes of carnation. In the mouth, elegant and long tannins; on the
finish, acidic and tasty note.

Barolo DOCG Cannubi 2017
COMM. G. BURLOTTO

Another fundamental cru for the Barolo, the oldest one that has been
classified. This wine shows a beautiful olfactory profile: undergrowth,
blackberries and blackcurrant, officinal closing due to fresh rosemary. In the
mouth, density and thickness with savoury tannins. On the finish, pleasant
freshness with officinal trace in the aftertaste.
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Barolo DOCG Fossati 2017
ENZO BOGLIETTI

From the Fossati cru, another successful reading accomplished by Boglietti.
Olfactory profile characterized by small red fruits, raspberries and currants.
Mentholated trace, closing with hints of peony. On the palate, tasty tannins,
beautiful density and length. Final fruity and mentholated notes in the
aftertaste.

Barolo DOCG Le Vigne 2017
SANDRONE

An old fashioned Barolo, from several micro-vinification of different
vineyards and different soils, Baudana, Villero, Vignane and Merli. On the
nose hints of blackberries, citrus thyme and pepper leaf. The mouth displays
tautness and density: dusty tannins, good persistence. Notes of small black
fruits in the aftertaste.

Barolo DOCG Parafada 2017
MASSOLINO

Another ‘jewel’ produced by Massolino, a wine displaying a great spicy trace
from one of the most multifaceted cru located in Serralunga d’Alba. Compact
fruit, hints of pomegranate, sweet spices where cinnamon dominates. Then,
floral finish on the notes of carnation. The mouth discovers tasty tannins and
ends on a spicy note in the aftertaste.

Barolo DOCG Perarmando 2017
PARUSSO

Here is a Barolo as perfectly interpreted according to the ‘Parusso’ style, that
combines purity and clearness. On the nose, it is deep and taut with notes
of blueberry and small blackberries. Fragrant closing with eucalyptus and
laurel notes in the aftertaste. Great finesse, full and salty tannins discovered
in the mouth. On the finish, blood orange and balsamic note.

Barolo DOCG Margheria 2017
AZELIA

From the heart of Serralunga d’Alba, a cru with a great complexity that
generates a complex and successful wine backed by a strong sapidity.
Small black fruits, currants and blackberries followed by hints of marjoram
and closing on the notes of licorice. Taut and dense mouth, salty tannins.
Beautiful length. On the finish, floral bursts of geranium.

Barolo DOCG Acclivi 2017
COMM. G. BURLOTTO

From Verduno, another wine with an exceptional flavour impact. Whole
bunch vinification with two months of maceration. On the nose, great effect
with alcohol-infused sour cherries and undergrowth, hints of laurel and
touches of orange peel. Taut and compact mouth with salty tannins. Officinal
trace in the aftertaste.
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Barolo DOCG BRICCO BOSCHIS 2017
CAVALLOTTO

One of the most remarkable location in the Castiglione Falletto area, that
Cavallotto’s family own and take care of since 1928. Now is the fourth
generation to run the company, but the vision is the same that was before, a
muscular and powerful Barolo. Wild plum, then orange peel and juniper on
the nose. The mouthfeel is taut and crispy, salty tannins with an officinal and
fruity trace that return in the aftertaste.

Barolo del Comune di Serralunga d’Alba DOCG 2017
SCHIAVENZA

An excellent blend of vineyards located in Serralunga d’Alba area. Spiciness
on the nose, small red fruits and hits of undergrowth, then a iodized trace
and touches of thyme. Fresh mouth with beautiful spiciness, white pepper
dominating, salty tannins. Juicy and compact closing.

Barolo DOCG Broglio 2017
SCHIAVENZA

An old-fashioned Barolo, in a classic, ‘muscular’ interpretation. On the nose,
aromas of undergrowth and hints of blackberries, laurel, pepper leaf and
licorice at the end. The mouth displays elegance, tautness and density: salty
tannins, excellent persistence. In the aftertaste, notes of small black fruits.

Barolo DOCG Brunate 2017
GIUSEPPE RINALDI

A very peculiar Barolo, from cru Brunate, that is just in the middle of the
Barolo territory. On the nose, scents of red cherry, touches of mint, tamarindo,
ending on scents of pink pepper. The mouth is juicy and spicy, with salty
tannins. Mint and tamarindo reappearing on the finish. Great persistence.

Barolo DOCG Parafada 2017
PALLADINO

Parafada cru in Serralunga d’Alba. The usual mosaic of territories with
calcareous - marly subsoils expressing an extraordinary vocation.
Interpretation of great substance made by Palladino. On the nose, small red
fruits, especially pomegranate; then, hints of thyme ending on the tones of
eucalyptus. Taut and tasty mouth with salty tannins. Great persistence and
small red fruits in the aftertaste.

Barolo DOCG San Lorenzo 2017
FRATELLI ALESSANDRIA

Another wonderful expression in the town of Verduno, from vineyards aged
about thirty years. Tautness and nice complexity perceived on the nose:
alcohol-infused marasca cherries with floral touches of peony; then, hints of
cloves. The mouth is both taut and firm, tasty tannins. Closing with fruity and
officinal notes in the aftertaste..
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Barolo DOCG Cannubi 2017
MICHELE CHIARLO

Masterpiece produced by Michele Chiarlo, from the oldest cru classified in
Italy. Impressive nose with aromas of alcohol-infused black cherries, officinal
hints from fresh thyme. Closing with touches of mint from Valle D’Aosta. The
mouth is equally multifaceted and complex, dense. Salty tannins, fruity and
balsamic notes in the aftertaste.

Barolo DOCG Boiolo 2017
ENZO BOGLIETTI

Beautiful interpretation from the area of Serralunga, characterized by loamyclayey soils and vineyards aged about twenty years. On the nose, touches of
violet petals, yellow plums and fresh thyme. Well-structured mouth that is
taut as well as compact. Tasty tannins, beautiful length on the finish. In the
aftertaste, reappearance of floral sensations and yellow fruit.

Barolo DOCG Margheria 2017
MASSOLINO

From a vineyard located in Serralunga d’Alba and calcareous and sandy soils.
The nose is intriguing and multifaceted with fragrances of undergrowth,
alcohol-infused cherry, rose petals. The mouth is taut and vertical with a
pleasant mentholated trace, fine and salty tannins. Beautiful persistence and
flavour density with fruity perceptions in the aftertaste.

Barolo DOCG Villero 2017
BOROLI

Another astonishing interpretation made by Boroli, from vineyards
aged about thirty-five years in the area of Castiglione Falletto. The nose
recalls raspberry and pomegranate together with balsamic touches from
eucalyptus. The mouth is both juicy and taut, with iodized tannins and nice
officinal shades enriched with hints of citrus thyme. Closing on the notes of
small red fruits.

Barolo DOCG Cerequio 2017
BOROLI

Excellent interpretation from one of the most suitable cru located in the
area of Barolo, where the winemaking techniques are extremely accurate.
On the nose, alcohol-infused cherry, hints of thyme and on the finish, notes
of carnation. The mouth is taut and tasty. Salty tannins. In the aftertaste,
fruity and floral sensations.

Barolo DOCG Cascina Nuova 2017
ELVIO COGNO

As Elvio Cogno said, a ‘textbook Barolo”, that shows freshness and floral
hints. On the nose, small red fruits, raspberry and pomegranate, touches
of peony ending on scents of marjoram. The mouth is taut, vertical with
brackish tannins. Closing with orange hints.
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Barolo DOCG Bricco Fiasco 2017
AZELIA

From the Castiglione Falletto area, what is historically the winery's first cru.
A very multifaceted nose, blackberry jam, touches of marjoram and violet
petals. At the end, a beautiful spiciness due to nutmeg. The mouth is both
dense and juicy, tasty tannins, spicy notes in the aftertaste.

Barolo DOCG Gramolere 2017
FRATELLI ALESSANDRIA

From the cru in Monforte d’Alba, a beautiful release of Barolo offering
drinkability and immediacy. On the nose, fragrances of red fruits, currants
and raspberry with hints of white pepper and pleasant balsamic note on the
finish. In the mouth, tasty tannins with hints of sweet spices. Great tautness
and depth, persistent closing.

Barolo DOCG 2017

CASTELLO DI VERDUNO

From a selection of vineyards in the Barolo area, a glimpse of what the
Nebbiolo grape could do. Scents of peony, raspberry and hints of white
pepper on the closing. In the mouth, a superb acidity, with savoury tannins.
The closing is both fruity and floral.

Barolo DOCG 2017
VOERZIO

Powerful and strong, the Voerzio’s Barolo shows richness and good texture.
On the nose, small black fruits, especially sour cherry and rhubarb, hints of
undergrowth, then eucalyptus at the end. In the mouth, a superb acidity,
with fresh and savoury tannins. Officinal touches returning in the aftertaste.

Barolo DOCG 2017
MASSOLINO

From selected subareas in Serralunga, a nose recalling cherry jam and hints
of peony with officinal touches from fresh marjoram in the final olfaction. Taut
and compact mouth, tasty tannins, officinal nuances and fruity memories in
the aftertaste.

Barolo DOCG Sarmassa 2017
MARCHESI DI BAROLO

From one of the most important cru in Barolo, two steps away from Cannubi,
a tannic and intense Barolo. Fragrances of small black fruits, blackberry and
blueberry, laurel touches, then balsamic hints. The mouth is taut, dense with
tasty tannins. Small black fruits returning in the aftertaste.
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BAROLO DOCG ORNATO 2017
PALLADINO

From the homonymous cru in Serralunga d’Alba and calcareous-clayey soils,
an impressive Barolo without being excessive. On the nose, notes of cassis
and orange peel with final fragrances of cloves and rhubarb. The mouth is
taut and equally crunchy with salty tannins and closing of spicy notes.

Barolo DOCG Cerequio 2017
MICHELE CHIARLO

From a historic cru of Barolo that has been at the highest quality levels since
1800. On the rose, ripe fruit, wild plums and hints of undergrowth, iodized
trace in the background. The mouth is both dense and crunchy, with salty
tannins. The same mineral note lingers towards a persistent, very long finish.

Barolo DOCG Cerretta 2017
AZELIA

From Cerretta cru located in Serralunga d’Alba, first marketed in 2020. The
nose is very interesting with alcohol-infused sour cherries, hints of sage and
closing on the notes of eucalyptus. The mouth is taut and juicy, tasty tannins,
beautiful persistence, officinal and balsamic perceptions reappearing in the
aftertaste.

Barolo DOCG Cerretta 2017
SCHIAVENZA

From the Bricco Cerretta cru, one of the largest of Serralunga d’Alba area.
On the nose, notes of blueberry, small blackberries and undergrowth, then
hints of laurel. Taut and crunchy mouth with salty tannins. Officinal trace in
the aftertaste.

Barolo DOCG Bussia 2017
PRUNOTTO

Monforte territory, a peculiar vineyard characterized by perfect exposure. 24
months in oak barrels, plus a year in bottle, the nose is wide and multifaceted,
recalls plum jam, hints of dried thyme, then violet petals. The mouthfeel is
fresh and thick, the tannins iodized, the aftertaste fruity and floral.

Barolo DOCG 2017

DOMENICO CLERICO

A Barolo in a very accurate shape, as usual from Clerico’s winery. Blackberry,
hints of undergrowth on the nose, then fresh laurel. Crunchy and taut at the
mouth, with salty tannins, closing of officinal-fruity notes at the end.
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Barolo DOCG Coste di Rose 2017
MARCHESI DI BAROLO

From the celebrated hill in the heart of Barolo, just in front at the also known
Bussia cru. Very leaning cru, that is good for ripening the grapes to the
desired levels. On the nose, rose petal, sour cherry, hints of undergrowth,
then wild mint at the end. In the mouth a crunchy freshness and iodized
tannins. Balsamic touches returning in the aftertaste.

Barolo DOCG Cannubi 2017
MARCHESI DI BAROLO

One of the most prestigious cru, a long, gently sloping hill right in the middle
of the Barolo area. On the nose, small black fruits, especially blackberry,
touches of violet petal, laurel, then a small hint of absinth at the end. The
mouthfeel is taut and crunchy, with fresh and savoury tannins. Absinth
touches returning in the aftertaste.

Barolo DOCG Antiche Cantine 2017
MARCHESI DI BAROLO

An ‘old but gold’ Barolo, aged both in barrique and big Slavonian barrels.
On the nose, scents of blueberry, dark plum, then mint, ending on touches
of cinnamon. The mouth is juicy and spicy, with salty tannins. Mint and
cinnamon reappearing on the finish that is long-lasting and tasty.
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